
The Friendship Force Host Takes on Three Roles: 
Host, Cultural Ambassador, and Guide. 
 

Host: The host provides home hospitality to the visiting ambassador(s) for up to one week, offering 
what is natural for them and their culture in the way of food and activities in the home and community. 

Each guest should be provided private sleeping quarters, but it is fine for guests to share bath and toilet 

facilities with members of the host family. 

The time spent in the home is used to establish a close personal friendship between the host and guests. 

This can be done without host and guest sharing the same language—but it helps to have someone 

available who does speak the ambassador’s language. 

At all times the host should be respectful of the culture of the ambassador.  While the host may choose 
to invite the guest to participate in religious observances, these should always be optional. 

Meals in the home are the responsibility of the host, but the ambassador should be expected to pay for 

meals and activities outside the home. It is also customary for the ambassador to invite the host to dinner 

one night or to offer to prepare a meal in the home. The host should accept these offers as they help 
ensure the establishment of a mutual and balanced relationship. 

A good host also recognizes the visitors’ need for rest! After a long international trip or a busy day 

sightseeing, the visitor may need some time to rest and catch their breath, before another busy day.  

Ambassador: Although the Friendship Force assigns the title “ambassador” to the visitor, in many 

respects the hosts are also ambassadors, representing their communities and cultures. The host should 

see this as an important and enjoyable aspect of serving as a Friendship Force host.  As hosts get to 

know the visitors, they should look for ways to share their culture—through ordinary experiences in the 

home and through activities in the community that can help the visiting ambassador better understand 

the host culture. Hosts should also introduce their visitors to others in the community, finding 

opportunities for family and friends outside the home to meet the visiting ambassadors. 

Guide: The visiting ambassadors are provided some formal cultural tours as part of the overall exchange 

program. They also may be traveling in the region separate from their Friendship Force experience. 

Even so, the host has a great opportunity to serve as a local guide, providing the visitor with insights into 

the local community and culture that normal tourists never see. To see a new community through the 

eyes of the local host rather than from the window of a tour bus is part of what attracts people to a 

Friendship Force exchange. On days when no formal activities are planned, the host can take the visitors 

into the community, sharing places of mutual interest. In some cases ambassadors may want to explore 

the community on their own. Hosts should recognize that this is part of the thrill of experiencing a new 

community. If ambassadors want to have time on their own, the hosts can arrange the best way for 
carrying out this goal. 

 

DON’T OVERPLAN! 

The tendency is to fill every minute with exciting activities.  However, planned group activities should 

be balanced with free time with the hosts as well as time for the ambassadors to explore on their own. 

Free time on their own (i.e. without hosts) is a different concept than having free time with the host 

families.  Spending too much time in the home and in supervised activities is a turn-off to some 

ambassadors.  Explain the public transportation, provide schedules and maps, deliver your ambassadors 

to a place and arrange to pick them up later.  Places to consider include shopping centers, downtown, art 

galleries, and theatres.  Ask ambassadors what activities they enjoy, e.g. jogging, golfing, or biking. 
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